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CHAPTER V

Principle• and Methods of Reducing
Diacipline

Problem■

The •thod• previously outlined in Chapter IV
by the thesia and the baaic principle• ot the
in previoua

chapter■,

theai■

developad

neverth•le••• are dependent upon the

rapport.:and communications between teacher and pupils.

Thia

ia turn ia dependent upon the peraonality and -turity of
th•

teacher.
Th~ teacher must have a well adjusted peraonality.

Ba

mu■t

have interest• outeide o~ th• teaching field and

be auccesaful in skills aDd hobbies outside of the cla•aroom.

Only such a peraon -- one with a well aatiatie4 and adjusted
<~o -- can beet relate

1n the claaaroom.

to

Gatft■

the complex peraonalitie• encounter~d

and Seraild liat aome of ti- ar•••

that a teacher must aatiafactorily solve for himself before
attaining maturity.l

ProblWY solved puring Me 1s-Jo To Achieve Emotiopal
Maturity

l.

Emanclpation f r0111 home.
1

Challman.

co.,

A. J. Gatea, A. J. Jeraild, J. R. McConnell, R. c.
Educational Psycijoloay (New Yorke The Macmillan

1948), p. 757.
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In order to cOlllllUJlic•t• to the

pupil ■,

the

teacher must alao discover the motivating forces of each of
them.

In that manner, the teacher will be able to make

the children willing to cooperate.

Each child muat aee how

he benefits and his interests and needs are satisfied by his
positive behavior.

It is a question of give and take.

child cooperates and in turn his needs are satiafied.

The
The

teacher must appeal to one child•s pride, to another'• deaire
to please his parents, to a third child's willingneaa to
succeed and attain high marks, to a fourth child's ideal of

being the center of attention and to a fifth student•• wish
to compe~e

0

with hia rival sibling at home.

In order to accomplish this task the teacher muat
act like a business man and think in terms of the pupils and
not burden , the children with his feelings . and moods.

Thia

may be criticized on the ground that the teacher is not acting
naturally and sincerely .

Children can detect the true attitude

of an imposture and will lose confidence in the teacher after
such behavior.

This argument doeen•t disturb the contention

of the thesis that the teacher act the role of the leader who

guides the pupils to a cOIIIIDOn language.

The thesis, however,

stipulated that the teacher have a well adjusted and mature
personality.

The teacher must have developed a proper balance

between his own ego, id, and superego to be able to tolerate
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disturbances on the part of the studenta.

He shouldn't be

■o

moved by his moods that they interfere with ability to deal
objectively with~~• different personalities of hia pupils .
The thesis doesn't propose that a teacher seem happy and
satisfied when he actually doesn't feel that way .

The

the ■ ie

proposes that only t e achers who are well adjusted personalities
should teach in the Hebrew school.

It agrees that children

are quick to recognize the imposture of the teacher who
seems happy and sat isfied when in reality he isn't.

However,

the well adjusted teacher can natually play many roles in

relating to the children and appealing to them.

He should,

however, principally maintain the rol a o f a democratic leader

and guide.

He must be friendly and have common interest• aa

his pupils, such as a sense of humor and an interest in

sports.

He s~ould, however, use discretion and not encourage

the friendliness to develop into contempt by over-indulgence.
The children want an adult whom they can raspect as well as
one with whom they can be close.

Thus, of course, the teacher

should not permit students to strike him even in jeat.

Simi-

larly, he shouldn't discuss his private life with the atudenta.
On the other hand, the teacher shouldn't play
a sophisticated role of aloofness from his students.

The thesis
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favors the view of the inherent goodness of each individual
and admits that there are individuals who have diatorted
vi9'rfa of reality and would therefore take advantage of a
teacher's kindness.

This, however, doesn't mean that the

policy of a teacher or school has to be determined by a
recalcitrant students.

fflN

Justice toward the other• demand•

that the policy be set to please the greatest majority and to
deal specifically with the exceptions.

Aloffneaa on the part

of the teacher may create certain fear, even among those
students with distorted views, and this fear prevents them

from daring to initiate trouble.

It, however, also diacourages

any endeavors of closer rapport on the part of the students.
In a non-authoritarian connunity, the teacher taking too many
precautions to maintain hi,a dignity may

di■cover

achieved self-respect but has no students.

aupport in the writing of

w. c.

Bowers.

2

that he ha•

The thesis
Bowers

find■

state■ :

"Only in proportion as there is a shared experience can there be shared communications or underatanding ••.• the sence of reality and worth in idaaa
depend11 upon their rootage in the deep and warm
aoil of personal and social experience."

ay' shared experience, Bowers refers to the intimate and informal

2w. c. Bowers. Character Through Creative Experitnce

(Chicago: University of Chicago Presa, 1930), p. 145.
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atmospher~ of school where pupils and teacher can interact
with each c •.her.

It ia incumbent upon the teacher to face

challenges promptly and firmly, vut vigilance to accomplish
this task doesn't require him to remain aloof.
a differnt avenue has to be pursued.

On the contrary,

The teacher should

always be in good physical and mental condition.
be rested and maintain his mental iaquilibrium.

He should

He should

engage in outside activities and find success, satisfaction,
and recognition from these activities.
the habit of facing reality objectively1
toward

emotional maturity.

'ffie

He should develop

he should strive

resultant state of mind

will beat qualify him to deal with any emergent challenges
on the part of students who take advantage of the teacher'•
kindness and endeavor to te•t him t.o determine how far they
can go. 3
As waa already indicated, the individual case and

particular circumstances will detemine ,mether a friendly
approach, a rebuke or punitive measures should be used.

It

must, again, be stressed that a teacher, in order to be aucceasful, must be flexible.

As already indicated, he must be able

to r.el~c~ to each pupil according to his needs and therefore

3Norma B. CUtta and Nicholas Moseley, teaching the
Delinquent PupiA (New York: Longman, Green and Co., 1957), p. 38.
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assume different role• for the differnt pupils.

so, too,

must he be prepared to alter hi• role toward the individual
pupil, when he notices a change.

Thus, an aggressive pupil

who has quieted down should be treated differently than before.
The fact that a teacher was firm toward certain pupils in
the beginning of the term doesn't mean that he haa to adhere

to such a policy i f these pupils show a sign of change.
Some educators advocate a strict policy in the beginning
of the term with a gradual lessening of firmnesa as the teacher
gains control over the class and order is assured.

Othero

educators advise the teacher to appear ete ~n, always to stand,
and not to stand too near the pupils until perfect control
is instituted.
meaaures.

Then the teacher could relax hi• strict

Again, this matter reiterates the iaauea juat

thraated out.

It is not necessary to take such

a precautionary means.

measure■ ••

If certain individuals act up they ahould

be treated differently and, if need be, be puniaped.

But

certainly the rest of the class should not be deprived of a
democratic atmosphere because of possible abuse at th• hand•
of a minority.

Thia, of course, doesn't mean that a teacher

should introduce the whole array of radical liberal policiea.
When he judges that the abusive reaction of a sizable minority

to such a policy would disturb class harmony, rather he ahould
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gradually introduce them stressing the principle that for
every privilege an &qual responsibility is demanded.
Tension and non-cooperation on the part of the

student■

may stem from their ignorance, inability, or unwillingnesa

to understand and accept their role in relation to the teacher.
Some children may interpret the teacher's friendly attitude
and behavior as resembling their parent's conduct.

They

may, therefore, relate to the teacher as they would to their
parents.

'rhey may even go to the extent of projecting

certain ambivalent feeling• of love and hatred that they
hold for their parents to the teacher.

Moseley4. likewise

adds that misbehavior and aggression directed to the teacher

is not because the teacher is hated, but because he represents a symbol of authority.

As a consequence, they may

actively or passively not cooperate as they do at home.

It

is therefore the task of the teacher to clearly impress the
students with their role and his.
The avenues of communication to each student varies

according to his personality.

It was already indicated that

it ia necessary to motivate each student differently.

so, too,
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at tinaa it i• imperative for the teacher to determine a

radically different form of c0111111U1Ucation when ordinary vocal
channels don't impreaa non-cooperating, recalcitrant atudenta.
Bvery individual, even when he ia performing a highly motivated
taak, nevertheleaa, baa interfering force• and ambivalent
feeling• that detract him from initiating th• taak or continuing
it.

The fact that he c0111Denced and adhered to hi• tuk ia a

•ign that the

po■ itive

fore•• were stronger.

When an individual

contemplate• doing or refraining from doiD9 an act he
conacioualy or •ubconacioualy weigh• the poaaible reaulting
pleaauree and benefits againat

experiences and lo•••••

the

unpleaaant, painful

Thua, a peraon planning an Wllloci'able

act will be reatrained if he underatanda that he will receive
awift and

■ure

punishment.

The same principle hold• true in

the caae of the recalcitrant, non-cooperating pupil.

It ia

unfortunate that the poaitive emotional force• are not powerful
enough to sway him to cooperate 1 but it also can be •• unfortunate if the teacher does not provide the firm liai ta every
youngster inherently deai~es for

hi ■

feeling of aecurity.

The teacher, by hie negligence, encourage• the youngatera in
his blundering behavior.
This point, however is an issue that ia hotly debated
by educators.

some

educators feel that each individual wiahea
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to be sociable and cooperate, but he has, as mentioned,
ambivalent feelings.

If en outsider interferes and endeavors

to impose his view, the individual's ego will be challenged
and, conseqi1ently, he will oppose the outside interference by
5
atrengtbening his own antithetical view.
This tbesis as
applied to the non-cooperating student means that the recalcitrant pupil becomee more adamant when the teacher applies
punitive measures .
This view, however, is challenged by the findings of
the Remmers and Radler study of The American Teenager,

6

aa

well as Kvaraceus and Miller in Delinquent Behavior. culture
and the Individual. 7

and Norma E. Cutts and N. Moseley in

Teaching the Disorde4 ly Pupil.

They discovered that young-

sters and adolescents need the feeling of being assured that

5 Kantor, J. R., A Survey of the Science of Pevcholoqy

(Bloomington, Indiana:
pp. 321-335.

The Principia Press, Inc., 1933),

6 H. H. Remmers and D. H. Radler,

(Indianapolis, New York;
1957), pp. 68, 116.
7william

Th• American Tefpaqer
The Bobbs Merrill company, Inc.,

c.

Kvaraceus and Walter B. Miller, Deli1)9Ulnt
Behavior, culture and the Individual (Washington, D.C.: National
Educational Association of the u.s., 1959) pp. 60-100 .
·

8 Norma E. Cutts and Nicholas Moseley, Teaching the
Disorderly Pupil (New York: Longman, Green and Co., 1957)
PP• 137-138.

,
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a powerful adult is in back of them to prevent them from

injuring themaelve• or other• by their ianature behavior.
True, the recalcitrant atudente will r•aent the interference
but ambivalently, they will alao welcome it conacioualy or
aubconacioualy.

It is aimilarly true, that certain

individual■

may become more adamantly non-cooperating by outaide interference.

But it muat be conceded by these opposing punitive

measures that if the issue ia clearly established that non-

cooperating behavior doesn't pay in the short or long run
then the recalcitrant pupil will change if for no other reason

than to eacape punishment.

Certainly, there were positive

motivating force• that impelled the pupil to come to school.
Theae forces will be further strengthened when the student,

who is forced to cooperate, attains the foaling of succeas
re~lized upon achievement and mastery of the subject matter.
It ahouldn 1 t be argued that you can fore• the students to

refrain from disturbing but you can't force them to learn

with the old adage "you can bring the horse to the water,

but you can't make him drink. "

'rhia argument can he reflected

by the term used through out th• thesis to describe miabehavior

non-cooperation, which implies both the asaertive form of

aggreaaive disturbance, as well

a■

the passive form of non-
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learning.

Both forms of behavior are methods used to

challenge the authority of the teacher.

Both forms teat the

rate of the teacher-pupil relationship, the passive form
being a shrewder form of probe.

Certainly the teacher will

not resp<?nd to the challenge when the pupil apparently isn't
actively disturbing.

The passive form is a chance the pupil

takes to capitalize on the laziness and reluctance of the
teacher, to engage in a battle over such a minor issue.
Beaidee, the pupil feels that he wouldn 1 t be discovered and

if he will be detected he reasons that he alone possess••

the willingness to 1earn and is sole master.
is in a powerful position.

Certainly, he

However, passive non-cooperation

is no more difficult to alter than assertive misbehavior .
It requires from the teacher the same initiative and willi ngness to spend a~ much time and energy in this battle as i n
the battle against assertive misbehavior.
It doesn't require genius on the part of the t eacher
to discover if the student is learning or not.

A

student' ■

attitude in the classroom, the way he eits up, the way be
responds, the way be reacts, the way he applies himself, all
reflect his oeriousness or lack of adaptationLto the wor k.
In both forms of misbehavior it is incumbent upon

l
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the teacher to inve•tigate and find all the possible cau••• for
9

the non-:-cooperative behavior.

Nevertheless, it ie impoaaibl•

to perform a scientific survey and implement the long-range
results when a caae of as1ertive misbehavior occura.
moment of occurance, order muat be established.

At the

Otherwise,

a chain reaction occurs and other lesa daring pupils take
this as a cue and are encouraged since the non-cooperating
Then the teacher will not have one

pupil was not repremanded.

10

problem but an entire class in chaos.

'l'he teacher, there-

fore, has to use means that will obtain imm&diate results.
He can try to motivate the assertively non-cooperating pupil
to refrain from his misconduct by appealing to his pride.

by calling upon him to recite and giving him recognition
in a legitimate fashion.

However, when that doesn't work

the teacher should use punitive measures.
in enforcing discipline are:

Some methods used

simple control, restitution

and reparation, detention after school, dismissal from claa•
and isolation, punishing the group for the offeruses of one
person, extra tasks, enforced apologies, lc:,..,ering the marks,

w. L. Cox and R. Emeroon Langfitt, High-School
6sJministr.ation and Supervision (New York: The American Book
Company, 1954), pp. 175-187.
9 Philip

lO:rbid . , p. 15.

..
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corporal puniehment, auspeneion and expuleion, eocial
disapproval, and loss of privileges. The -thod• li•ted have certain advantage• and dieadvantages that will be elaborated.
Simple control meana a look at the offender aignifying diaapproval, waiting for attention before continuing the
instruction, a mild reproof and laughing off minor infractions.
The advantages of thia •thod ia that it ia simple, allow•
instruction to proceed, avoid• unpleaeant acenee, and haa
few harmful effects on the personality.

'the disadvantage•

are that it attack• surface behavior only, may be ineffective,
and it depend• largely on the peraonality of the teacher.
In difficult unruly elaaaea, however, simple meaeurea of
control will be unaucceeaful.

11

Restitution and reparation for thing• damaged willfully aaaociatea the punishment in a natural way with the offen••·

It teach•• the child that damage• done through willful

action on hi• part auat be rectified.

Thi• form of punish-

ment can be administered fairly, impartially and unemotionally.
The disadvantage• are that the pupil may not have the aoney
to pay for the damagea1 or children may obtain the money too

11oavid J. Wiens, "Pupil Personnel Work - IX Dieciplinary Procedurea," Encycloptdia of Educational M••arcb,
Bdit. Walter s. Monroe (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1950),
pp. 945-48.
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-

readily from parents, thus destroying the educative value
of the puniahment. 12
Many schools use demerits to record non-cooper•tion.
A8 a reault of a stipulated number of demerits, the student ia

assigned to detention room for a stipulated time.

Experience

haa shown that recalcitrant student• are not affected too

greatly by detention room.

In fact many students owe ao

much time to detention room that at the end of the year they
have to atay for complete daya in order to complete their
time.

Detention room becomes another period, in which pupil•

act worae than in the classroom.
punitive effect.

13

As a result it lose a its

Diamisaal from class and isolation gets

rid of the troublemaker or silences him.

It may be effective

since it bars the pupil from association with hi• group.
However, it bars the pupil from necessary instruction, and
I'

it can create a acene and be humiliating to the offender.

On the other hand, the pupil gets considerable attention and
dismissal may be exactly what the pupil wants as relief from
the boredom of the class wor1c..

If the pupil ia sent to the

13
Nelson Bossing, Progressive Methods of Teaching in
Secondary Schools (New York, Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1942)
pp. 137-189.
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principal'a office, all the above-mentioned diaadvantagea
exiat, in addition to tranaferring th• teacher'• problem
to another authority.

only in severe cases would

teacher■

be justified in sending a pupil to the principal'& office.

Both principals and pupil• lose respect for teachers who send
a large number of petty cases to the office.

14

Punishing the group for the offense• of one person
may be expedient in arousing group diaapproual toward the
offender.

However, it may align the group against the teacher,

and create a hostile climate. 15
Extra tasks have no wort.m.'tlile advantages.
punishment bears no connection to the behavior.

The

It creates

added diataate for school work and destroys incentive to
learn.

16

Enforced apologies satisfy only the teacher, but
stir up resentment on the part of the pupils.

Enforced

14taVerne Krantz, "Administrative Procedure for the
Control of Discipline in the High school," American School
Board Journal, xcz (Saptember 193S), 78.
15David J. Wiens, "Pupil Personnel Work - IX Disciplinary Procedures," Encvclopedia of Educational Bl•••rch.
Edit. Walters. Monroe (New York: The MacMillan Company, 1950),

pp. 945-48.
16J. B. Edmondson, Joseph Roemer and Francis Bacon,
'l'he Adminiatration of the Modern Secondary School (NeW York,
The MacMillan Company, 1948), pp. 203-25.
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apologies teach atudenta to be hypocritical, to give an
apology without meaning it.
■bown

However, if the pupil can be

that his actions are undesirable and be induced to

apologize with aincerity, this -thod iaay be uaeful. 17
Lowering the aarka satisfies the teacher'• need
for surface order, but doean't treat the cause of behavior.
The teacher who uaes marks as a disciplinary device is

■is

uaing the purpose of marka. 18
Although corporal puniahinant ia dramatic, and
asaociatea punishment with pain, it tends to humiliate the
older pupil.

It may also create a personal battle between

the pupil and the teacher and deepen• the reaentaent and
hostility of the pupil and hie parenta. 1 9
Suapension remo¥~th• offender from the situation
and allows him time for reflection.

Suspension, however,

bars the pupil from inatruction and cauaea hi.JD to fall behind
in hia work.

19

It doesn't treat th• cauae of hia behavior, and

Nelaon Bossing, Proqr1saiyt Mathod• of Teaching in
Secondary Schools, (New York: Boughton-Mifflin), pp. 137-189.
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may be exactly what th• atudent deairea, reprieve from the
achool work.

Suapenaion alao tends to alienate the parenta.

Suapension c an only be just ified in very unusual circumatancea.

Though· the action may be begun with the teacher,

the principal and Board of Directors should be the only
authorities to suspend a pupil.

The pupil should be given

the opportunity to make up the work he

mi••••

and be re-admitted

aa aoon as he realizes the seriousness of hie action.

20

Expulsion is considered desirable only as the very laat
JNaaure which a school can take and empower• a school to
get rid of mentally deranged youth and aevere delinquent•.
The welfare of the group has to be seriously endangered to
21
justify expulsion.
Some achools have experimented with
the student inspired organization, the G.O., as an inatruaent

of cooperation.

-

The G.O. in the beginning of the year rec011-

menda rule• and procedures of cooperation and discipline
which are voted on by the entire school body.

When any

2 0navid J. Wiens, "Pupil Personnel Work - IX Diaci'plinary Procedures," Bpcyclopedia of Educational Refearch,
pp. 945-48.
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pupil violates these rules, he is judged by hia fellow
students and a punishment is aaaigned.

The advantage of

having a student body decide on rule• of behavior is that
the student'• aversion to outaide adult interference ie thus
averted.

Discipline and cooperation are not a matter of pleaa-

ing or opposing the adults, an outaide group, but are rather
a matter of being sociable.
The adolescent ia socially dependent on the approval

of his peer group and would react approvingly and cooperatively

to the standards that his peer group establishes.

Thia idea

is subatantiated by the writings of Jean Piaget.
For the adolescent to maintain his place within his
own group he must learn and fulfill the expectations
of that group. To achieve mobility up the ladder
he must learn the expectation• of the group to which
he aspires. Thia would also include moral knowledge and moral behavior.22

The pre-adoleacent also ia dependent on the social approval
of his friends, but to a leaser degree than the adolescent.
Conaequently, the rules of diacipline established by a G.O.
is a practical help to leaaen diaeipline probleaa.
Loa• of privilege• is a form of puniahment that

enable• the child to feel that if hi• behavior imperil• the
22Jean Piaget, ''Social Factors in Moral Development"

Reading•

in

Social Paychology (New York:

1947), pp. 159,161-162.

Henry Bolt

and co.,
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group'• effectiveneaa,

■ociety

will

action by not aaaociating with him.

di■approve

of that

When that meaeure ia

.

not effective, privileges of extra curricular activiti••
are denied him.

The help of the home in cooperating with the

teacher by withholding certain privilege• may greatly facilitate the taak of the teacher.

23

The methoda of encouraging ~ooperation and adminiatering

puni■maent

weaknesses.

that were mentioned have strong

Th• eclectic poaition of the theaie

point■

and

propoH ■

a

synthetic method that ha• been effectively uaed for five
year■

in five comunitiea with aucceaa.

atandarda are enacted by the G.O.
to exert moral

■uaaion

The

Student inapired
■tudenta

are encouraged

upon each other to maintain their

Whenever moral suasion is ineffective with acme

■tandarda.

students, the principal or teacher handle• the diaciplina
problem.

Whenever

student and when
guidance.

po■aible,

necea ■ary

a conference ia held with the

the student ia referred for

When it ia feasible

the family.

2·3wens,
i
loc.

cit.

conference■

are held with
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In the ca•• of

a■ •ertively

non-cooperating •tudent•,

the teacher in the claaaroom uaee simple control.

If that

doe•n't help the teacher gives de-rit• for each act of
non-cooperation.
after cla•a when
six

d•-rit■

A conference i• held with
nece ■ aary.

If th•••

the ■e

■ tudenta

atuden••

accU111Ulate

within one day t:heir privileges of participating

in extra-curricular activities or t•king part in activity
project■

ia suspended for a period of one day.

In case theH

atudenta obstinately continue in their non-cooperation for
three days and accumulate a total of eighteen
period of two w.eks, their parent• are called.
are aaked to cooperate and withhold certain
home.

demerit■

in a

The parents

privilege■

at

The reasoning for this form of punishment i• that •ome

pupils don't comprehend any other form of coamuaication than
the withholding of

privilege■

at •chool or at hcae.

Th• fora

of administering puniahmellbJ by withholding privilege• thu•
permit• the offending student to remain in th• cla••r0011 and
participate in the le•aon.

It al•o avoid• detention rOOII and

keeping the children from having dinner with their ·family.
Thia method baa greatly reduced discipline proble- in the
five cmmunitie• with which the author and hi• aa•ociate•
have been affiliated.
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The other -thod•

previou■ ly

tion and reparation are uaed when

enumerated of

necea■ary.

Detention

clas■

makee it

and isolation is not uaed

unnece■ sary.

■ inc•

th• d•-rit

Punishing the group for the

i■

Diamiaaal

frowned upon for the reasons previously mentioned.
from

re ■ titu

■y■t••

offenH■

of one peraon, extra taaka, enforced apologies, lowering th•
marks, corporal puniahment, are not uead for the reasons -ntioned.

Suapenaion and expulsion is a power that the Hebrew

and Sunday school maintains in caae the parents don't cooperate with the teacher.

In

••••nee,

social disapproval and

loaa of privile9•• at achool and at home have been found to
be the moat effective deterrents for the recalcitrant
Although the

theai■ au9ge ■ ted

cope with discipline

problua■,

that there are other

factor■

atucwnt■•

■tudent.

basic principle• to

it neverth•l•••

recognize■

that affect the behavior of the

The claaaroom atmosphere i• a variant that can

either be a stimulant to cooperative behavior of the

atudent■

or a problem to caaplicate mattera. 24
Cla■■ room

atmoaphere ia created by ll&DY

factor■•

some of them are the appearance of the school plant and cl•••-

24Bducational t;3p•ry. an Arthur C. Craft Publication, IV (November 20, 1951), 6.
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room.

tfhe plant of the school is ~rtant for the •ntal

climate it creates.

An old building dating back for several

generations has the advantage of conveying a traditional
mental climate and appealing to the youngster to maintain
the long chain of tradition.

On the other hand, youngster•

from progressive homes are disturbed by such a traditional
atmoephere.
reflect■

Aa far a.s they are concerned, a modern building

a continuation of the life to which they are

accuatomed.
Other factors uaociated with the plant are the
appearance and cleanliness of the school and

cla■■rooma.

Students will be impreaaed by the refreahing

color■

newly painted classroom.

of their

'l"he senH of cleanline•• will make

them proud of their school.

'l'eachera will be wise to decorate

their rOOIU and the bulletin board.

'lhe. . decoration• can

be uaed ~o reflect the different holiday• and aeaaona.

'the

student• themaelve• can be inspired t o participate in contributing to the bulletin board and to the
tions.

claa ■ room

Thus, "by doing" they will feel a greater

with the achool and will strive to keep it neat.

decora-

a■ aociation

Thia

attitude of neatness similarly should be encouraged in regard
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to clothes and booka. 25
It is obvious that students will appreciate the

consideration showed by teachers in keeping the tempaaatu~•
regulated by opening or shutting windows as need be .

Th•

same appliea to seeing that the room is well lighted or
protected by the blinds from the glare of the sun.

'l'h•••

are details that make life more pleasant for the students
and prevent possible excuns for non-cooperation.
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CHAPTER VI
Conclusion and Need for
Further Research
The thesis showed the great need exiating for a
clearer policy of what is pro~r behavior in the public,
Hebrew, and Sunday schools.

'!'be thesis proposed as a !lY}>othe-

ais the necessity of making the school curriculum need-fulfilling for the students in order to reduce discipline problema .
Nevertheless, the thesis demands that the students cooperate

with the teachers.

In cases where students willfully disre-

gard conventions of accepted classroom behavior, appropriate
controls and puniahment are recommended.
'l'he thesis is substantiated by the history and
philosophy of Judaism.

The thesis is further developed by

showing the effects of the sociological backgrouad of the
family on the goals of the child attending Hebrew and Sunday
school.

Although Hebrew education is now considered a

necessity, parents are not willing to have their children
spend more than five to five-and-a-half hours a week for a
period of four to five years in Hebrew achool.

At th• aame

time, they wish their children to learn aa much•~ poaaible.
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conaequently, the problem of curricular planning 1• very

There are two major procedure• of teaching the

important.

Hebrew language,
and hie

1:he

aa ■ociatea

mechanistic and the organic.

have developed an eclectic approach that

adopt• the functional
maintain■

the

approach.

The author

a■pects

mechani ■tic

of the organic approach, but

technique of the nachaniatic

Thia eclectic approach achieved the highest score•

and uaalleet deviations over a period of five year• in five
coraunitiea uaing experimental and control groupa totallin9
1480 students.

Similarly, using the eclectic approach, atudent•

learned to read Hebrew

fa■ ter

and more fluently with the

•-lleat deviation than the control groups.

Thua, the fir•t

phaae of the thesi•, mo~ivating the lesson and making it needfulfilling and thus reducing discipline problema, ia enabled
by means of the eclectic approach.
'111• second pha•e of the theaia ia the adminiaterin9

of punishment when the need demande.
pose■ an eclectic poaition

Again, the theaia pro-

that encourages student inapired

atandarda, but reserve~ the administering of punitive
to th• principal and teacher.

-•■urea

The theeia propoaea a demerit

ayatem with r..he withdrawal of echool and home privil•ve• aa
puniahment.

The thesis

or phyaical punishment.

oppose ■

detention room, busy-work,
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Another means of ensuring a cooperative attitude is
by having the proper school atmosphere.

This can be achieved

by a clean well painted building and classroom.

Consideration

shown by teachers in maintaining proper light and temperature
is very potent for encouraging a cooperative attitude on the
part of the studenta.

BV observing these principles, disci-

pline problems will be gt'eatly reduced.
Though the author and his a9sociates have devoted
five years to the teaching of Hebrew and finding new meana to
solve old problems , many problelll8, nevertheless, remain unsolved.
The dynamics of the classroom situation contain abstract
factors that though unseen nevertheless affect the behavior

in the classroom.

The attitude of parents, siblings, family,

and community help determine the attitudes, needs, and goals
of the child.

Row can the external attitudes of the child'•

environment be controlled or influenced to work for the Hebrew
school?

What forms ot public relations should be used to

create a positive environmental background?

How important

it for public relations purpose• to have happy pupil•?

i■

Doe•

enforcing discipline have a negative effect on the children and
their parents?
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More time and effort have to be apent to anawer
many other related queatione in the field of public relationa

and the enforcing of discipline .

This eubject is important

for the administrator and teacher in the public as well••
the religious school•.
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